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Abstract

We examinethe conditionsfor the transitionfrom antagonism to mutualism between plantsandtheir specialistsnursery polli nators
in a reference case which is the Trolli us europaeus - Chiastocheta interaction. The mechanistic model we developed shows that a
specialization of T. europaeus on Chiastocheta could be the result of an attempt to escape over-exploitation byclosing its flower.
The pressure for such an escape increaseswith the parasite’s frequency and its polli nationefficiency but decreases in the presence
of alternativepolli nators. Theresultingspecialization is a priori an unstableone, leadingeither to strongevolutionary oscill ations,
or to evolutionary suicide due to over-exploitation of the plants. It becomes stable if the plants develop a defense mechanism
to regulate their parasite’s population size and limit seed-exploitation. The development of a counter-measure by the latter can
destabili zethe mutualism depending onthe costs linked to such a trait. On theother hand, wefind that aspecialization ona purely
mutualistic basiswould require apreexisting high diversity of flower-openingwithin thepopulation.
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1. Introduction

Mutualism arises when interacting partnersderivemore re-
ciprocal benefitsthan costsfrom theinteraction. However, each
partner being selected for increasing its net benefit by decreas-
ing its costs, mutualisms are better seen as reciprocal exploita-
tion mechanisms, which can lead to instabilit y of the interac-
tion(Bronstein, 2001a). Understandingthe conditionsthat pro-
motethetransitionfrom antagonismto mutualism andits stable
persistenceover evolutionary time scales has stimulated much
empirical andtheoretical work, includingin nursery polli nation
systems. In these systems, the insect oviposits in the flower it
polli nates, while itsoffspring developsby feeding onthedevel-
oping seeds. Both species rely on the produced seeds for their
reproduction, raising a plant-insect conflict of interest. The
flower is the major interfacebetween plant and insect, with se-
lection acting onfloral traits to increasepolli nation benefit, but
also to reducelarval seed consumption. Indeed, several defense
mechanisms against mutualistic partners have been described
in nursery polli nation systems, including massive flower pro-
duction followed by random abortion (Holland et al., 2004a),
selective abortion of over-parasitized fruits (Pellmyr and Huth,
1995; Jolivet and Bernasconi, 2006; Burkhardt et al., 2009),
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chemical defense produced by plants to limit larval seed pre-
dation (Ibanez et al., 2009b; Gallet et al., 2007), but also pre-
oviposition defense mechanisms such as short and curly stig-
mas obstructing corolla tube entrance in Silene dioica (West-
erbergh, 2004) and long styles preventing oviposition in figs
(Anstett et al., 1997). Given the widespread occurrenceof an-
tagonistic traitswithin mutualisms, onemay wonder how these
traitshave evolved duringthe transition from parasitism to mu-
tualism, and whether they are factors of stabilit y or instabilit y
in mutualisms.

One of the aims of this work was to examine how the evo-
lution of an antagonistic trait against a given nursery polli na-
tor and the evolution of a counter-measure by the polli nator
stabili ze or destabili ze the plant’s specialization onthat polli -
nator. Our reference case was the nursery polli nation system
involving the European globeflower Trolli us europaeus, in the
following sections to be called plant, passively polli nated by
Chiastocheta flies, in the following sections to be called pol-
linators, whose larvaedevelop only on globeflower seeds. It
is an example of a direct positive pseudoreciprocit mutualism
(Bshary and Bronstein, 2011). The genus Trolli us (Ranuncu-
laceae) is a hermaphroditic, perennial species complex show-
ing an extraordinary floral diversification acrossits geographi-
cal range. It grows in moist meadows in mountains in Europe,
Asia and North America. Flowerscan be flat, white and scent-
less(in North America), moreor lessbowl shaped, yellow, lil ac
or purplein different partsof Asia, or totally closed, yellow, and
odorous in Europe. The closed shape of the flower in Europe
is unique in the genus, and the European globeflower Trolli us
europaeus is theonly speciesin thegenusto be exclusively pol-
linated byChiastochetaflies(Anthomyideae). Thesesmall flies
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feed, mate, and lay eggs on Trolli us europaeus, and the larvae
develop only on the host-plant seeds. The Trolli us europaeus -
Chiastocheta flies interaction is thereforeoneof the few exam-
plesof extremely specialized reciprocal interaction. In contrast
to other known nursery polli nationmutualisms(e.g., the fig-fig
waspsand theyucca-yuccamothsmutualisms), this specializa-
tion is recent asall theother species in thegenusdid not evolve
such specializationeven thoughmost are parasitized byChias-
tocheta flies (Després et al., 2003). The traits involved in the
specializationare the closed flower shape(Ibanez et al., 2009a)
and the emission of volatile compounds (Ibanez et al., 2010).
The antagonistic trait able to limit the costs imposed by the lar-
vaeis the accumulation of a chemical toxin in the carpel walls
(Gallet et al., 2007; Ibanez et al., 2009b). Generalist alterna-
tivepolli natorssuch asbumblebeesand hoverflies, arepresent
in natural populations but cannot enter closed flowers (Jaeger
et al., 2000; Ibanez et al., 2009a), thereby exerting a selection
pressure towardsflower opening(Ibanez andDesprés, 2009).

We wondered whether specialization took placeon a mu-
tualistic basis or rather resulted from an attempt on behalf of
T. europaeus to avoid over-exploitation by Chiastocheta flies
by closing its flower. We further tested the hypothesis that the
evolution of a (chemical) defense stabili zed this specialization
onChiastocheta fliesbecauseit reducesthepredationcosts im-
posed by its larvae. Finally, we tested how a counter-measure
on behalf of the larvaesuch as toxin resistance could put this
stabilit y at stake. For our investigations, we modeled and sim-
ulated the coevolution of a nursery plant-polli nator system (re-
ferred to as coali tion) with respect to five traits: first, flower
morphology characterizing the degreeof specialization of the
plant to its specialized polli nator, second, adefensemechanism
on behalf of the plant against larval seed-parasitism, third, re-
sistance against thisdefenseon behalf of thepolli nators, fourth,
polli nator flower-preference for feeding, mating and oviposit-
ing and fifth, the degreeof tolerance towards flowers with a
morphology differing from thepreferred one.

2. Material and methods

In the following, we present the general framework of the
mathematical model, its specification to our system of interest
anditsnumerical implementationin the evolutionary-dynamical
simulationsused to investigatethequestionsraised in the intro-
duction. The model is in principle an ecological one, describ-
ing the population dynamics of the interacting partners. It ob-
tains an evolutionary-dynamical meaning throughthe repeated
introduction of new interaction partners, random mutants who
descendfrom the already existingspeciesandwhomay or may
not invadethe current populations. Weprovide abrief overview
of the main assumptions made concerning the behavior of in-
dividuals and a list of all the parameters introduced into the
model together with their biological or physical interpretation.
A detailed definition and justification of the model, based on
the assumptions presented in section 2.2, is provided for the
interested reader in Appendix A.

2.1. General framework of the ecological model
Our ecological model is a population-genetical one, built

onthe assumption of sexually reproducing, hermaphroditic, an-
nual populations of interacting species, each one comprising a
finitenumber of genotypes. We noteS theset of all considered
species. Each genotype of a certain species s ∈ S was taken
from an abstract genotype spaceGs, fully defining the biology
and behavior of the carrying individual. We supposed that at
each time t ≥ 0, the current environment influencing the eco-
logical dynamicscan be characterized by the current frequency
Ns(g)|t ≥ 0 of each genotypeg ∈ Gs of each species s ∈ S.

We chose adiscrete-time model because an iterative map
seemed more easily derivablefrom mechanistic considerations.
The frequency Ns(g)|t+1 of a genotype g ∈ Gs at time (t + 1)
depends solely onthefrequenciesNs̃(g̃)|t of every genotypeg̃ ∈
Gs̃ of every interacting species s̃ ∈ S at time t. We consider a
stochastic dynamics and conduct a mean field approximation
to arrive at expressions for the expected values of the vectors
Ns|t+1 at time(t + 1) dependingsolely on their expected values
at time t. Thus, the equations we present below describe the
iterative dynamics in the phase spaceof all possible frequency
vectors Ns|t with a finite-number of non-zero entries. In the
followingweshall notebyN|t the ensembleof thesefrequency
vectors.

Let πs(g, g̃,N|t) denotetheprobabilit y that agiven offspring
(e.g. egg, seed) of a given individual of genotypeg ∈ Gs acting
asfemale, resultsfrom thematingwith another given individual
of genotype g̃ ∈ Gs, acting as male. Let µs(g, g̃, h) denote the
probabilit y that a given offspring of two individuals of geno-
types g, g̃ ∈ Gs is of genotype h (in the simplest case given by
Mendelian laws). Let νs(g,N|t) be the expected number of off-
spring produced by an individual of genotypeg ∈ Gs acting as
a female. We decompose the li fe of an individual into a juve-
nilephase, duringwhich its survival may depend onthe current
environment, its genotype and that of its mother, and an adult
phase during which its survival, conditional uponthe survival
of its juvenilephase, depends solely onthe environment and its
own genotype. Let σs(g, h,N|t) be the probabilit y that a given
offspring of genotype h ∈ Gs of a female of genotype g ∈ Gs

survives its juvenile phase. Let τs(h,N|t) be the conditional
surviving probabilit y during its adult phase. Then the expected
frequency Ns(h)|t+1 of the genotype h ∈ Gs at time (t + 1) is
given by

Ns(h)|t+1 =
∑

g,g̃∈Gs

Ns(g)|t · Ns(g̃)|t · νs(g,N|t)

· πs(g, g̃,N|t) · µs(g, g̃, h)

· σs(g, h,N|t) · τs(h,N|t).

(1)

For our special case, we considered a nursery polli nation sys-
tem, comprising a single-flowered plant polli nated by a spe-
cialist polli nator (in the following simply called polli nator )
who oviposits its eggs into the flower and whose larvae feed
onthe fertili zed seeds. We consider their interaction onaback-
ground of Npl(str) identical stranger flowersandNpo(alt) iden-
tical alternativepolli nators, occasionally visitingand polli nat-
ing the flower andcompetingwith its specialized polli nator for
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resources. In view of the framework introduced abovewe thus
considered S = {pl, po}, noting “pl” for plants and “po” for
polli nators.

2.2. Model assumptionsand parameters

Throughout this article we assume alarge number of indi-
viduals, as some expressionsaretaken in the limit N → ∞. We
suppose that ovule fertili zation occurs solely by passive pollen
transport of visiting polli nators and alternative polli nators and
that all flowers blossom simultaneously. The Trolli us flower-
ing season lasts lessthan 2-3 weeks at a given elevation with a
clear flowering peak, and each individual plant flowers for 6-9
days(Pellmyr, 1989; Després, 2003).

We suppose that each polli nator of genotypegpo ∈ Gpo ap-
proaches plants randomly and independently of other polli na-
tors, and that it chooses to enter the flower of an approached
plant of genotype gpl ∈ Gpl only with a probabilit y η(gpo, gpl).
Here, theterm approach should beinterpreted loosely, standing
for some way of inspecting flowers in order to decide whether
or not to enter them, based solely on its own genotype and that
of the flower. Even though punctual field observations have
shown that largeinsectscan chaseChiastochetafliesaway from
flowers (Ibanez and Després, 2009), Chiastocheta flies move
mostly between flowers independently from the movement of
other Chiastocheta flies or other small polli nators, the latter
two being the more usual visitors (Pellmyr, 1989; Jaeger and
Després, 1998). We suppose that flight time is so short that we
can consider an insect to alwaysbewithin a flower.

For simplicity, we suppose that the flowering period can
be split i nto two consecutive parts: The mating period dur-
ingwhich polli natorsandalternativepolli natorsvisit flowers in
search of foodand partners, and the oviposition period during
which polli nators lay their eggs. We suppose the latter part to
beso short asto be ableto neglect any polli nation byalternative
polli nators.

We suppose that each polli nator starts from some random
flower chosen according to its preferences and visits flowers
during the mating periodat a ratedescribed bya homogeneous
Poisson-process. Let nvis denote the expected number of flow-
ers visited during that period, each one chosen independently
of the previousones. We assumethat the probabilit y of agiven
polli nator of genotype gpo mating with a given polli nator of
genotype g̃po is proportional to the time spend together in a
flower during that period. We assume that each polli nator of
genotype gpo ∈ Gpo always mates and lays a fixed number of
eggs νpo. We suppose that polli nators lay their eggs during
novi := νpo/ncl ovipositions, each time layingncl eggs. We sup-
pose the time-distribution of the k-th oviposition to be the k-th
order statistic of novi ovipositions uniformly distributed within
the oviposition period. Flowers are chosen at each oviposition
randomly and independently of previous ovipositions or other
polli nators, by thesameprinciplesasduringthemating period.

Wesupposethat alternativepolli natorsvisit plantsandstranger
flowers in thesamefashionaspolli nators, asdetermined by the
probabiliti esη(alt, gpl) andη(alt, alt) of enteringaplant of geno-
typegpl ∈ Gpl or astranger flower uponinspectionrespectively.

We suppose that any given unfertili zed ovule of a given
flower is fertili zed byan entering polli nator (or alternativepol-
linator) with a fixed probabilit y πfe, to be called polli nation
efficiency, as soon as the polli nator enters the flower, on the
condition that its previously visited flower was not a stranger
one. We fixed thenumber of ovulesper flower to novu. SeeAp-
pendix A.1.1 andAppendix A.1.2 for moreinformation onthe
modeling of polli nator matingand ovulefertili zationandin par-
ticular aderivation of theprobabiliti esπpo andπpl introduced in
section 2.1.

We suppose that the survival chanceσpo of a larvawithin a
given flower, influenced by intraspecific competition for seeds
and existing defense mechanisms on behalf of the plant, de-
pends solely on the genotype of the larva, the genotype of the
host-plant, the number of initial seeds (ovules fertili zed) in the
flower andthetotal number of larvaepresent. We introducethe
parametersωla andωre, to be called larva living cost and larva
resistance cost respectively. Theterm (ωla+ωre · r∗po) shall cor-
respondto the number of seedsneeded by one larva in order to
survivewith probabilit y 1/2 in case of no defense mechanisms
on behalf of the plant. The term ωre · r∗po corresponds to the
fitnesscost(Despréset al., 2007a; McKenzie, 1996, chap. 4) of
apossibleresistancer∗po of thelarvato theflower’sdefense(see
section 2.3), expressed in number of additional seeds required
in order to survive. SeeAppendix A.1.3 and Appendix A.2.1
for moreon larvasurvival within flowers.

As seeds are parasitized by hatching polli nator larvae, the
survival of the larval period by a given seed depends strongly
on the presenceof larvae and subsequently the oviposition be-
havior of polli natorswith respect to the flower. A flower more
appealing to polli natorswill on the one hand have ahigher ini-
tial seed number, on the other hand be hosting a greater num-
ber of hungry larvae. Additionally, a flower may activate var-
ious defense mechanisms, whose final effectivity depends on
the susceptibilit y of each of the larvae. Concretely, we sup-
posed that the survival probabilit y of a seed depends solely on
the genotype of the flower, the number Xse of initial seeds and
thenumber of larvaeXla(gla) of each genotypegla ∈ Gpo present
in theflower. In particular, wesupposed thesurvival probabilit y
of a seed within a flower occupied by Xla(gla) larvaeof geno-
type gla, to be equal to the analogousprobabilit y in the case of
a defenselessflower, occupied by the reduced number of lar-
vae finally surviving any defense mechanisms. We thus im-
plicitly supposed larvaeto be the only threats to seeds and any
defense mechanism against them to have an immediate effect.
For theprobabilit y of aseed amongXse seedswithin adefense-
lessflower to survivethethreat posed byXla larvae, we adopted
the formulaproposed byDeAngelisandHolland(2006), based
on a model of seed-predatorsencounteringseeds at a rate pro-
portional to their frequency, spending a constant time consum-
ing each seed found. The involved simulation parameters τss

and τsc represent the expected time needed to encounter a sin-
gle seed and the time needed for the consumption of a single
encountered seed respectively. SeeAppendix A.1.4 and Ap-
pendix A.2.2 for moreonseed survival.

We suppose that each plant survives exactly one flowering
period and dies immediately uponseed release. We suppose
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that the probabilit y τpl of a released seed becoming a plant
and surviving adult phase until flowering depends solely on its
genotype and the total number of new-generation plants com-
peting for resources in an environment of fixed, limited plant
capacity kpl . That probabilit y should tend to 1 in case of kpl

reaching infinity. The latter represents in our model the num-
ber of plants without defense mechanisms surviving the adult
phase with a probabilit y 1/2. The simulation parameter ωde, to
be called plant defense cost, shall mediate the costsassociated
with any existing defensemechanism against larvaein termsof
additional resourcesneeded(Zavala et al., 2004; Lamberset al.,
2008, chap. 9B). SeeAppendix A.1.5 andAppendix A.2.4 for
moreonadult plant survival.

We assumethat thesurvival probabilit y τpo of adult polli na-
tors isdetermined by two independent factors:

1. Inter- and intraspecific competition for resources, in par-
ticular nectar and pollen, arisingfromafiniteplant count.

2. Therandomoccurrenceof fatal events, such asattacksby
predators.

The amount of resources available to each polli nator depends
on the number of other polli natorsor alternativepolli nators in-
terested in the same flowers. Regardlessof the exact unit of
measurement, we suppose that the amount of quantifiable re-
sources offered by a plant is fixed and given by the model pa-
rameter ρpl . We conduct atime-average approximationandsup-
pose that the rate of resources available to a polli nator enter-
ing the flower is inversely proportional to the expected number
of visitors at any given time. The model parameter calt shall
represent the amount of quantifiableresourcesconsumed byan
alternative polli nator in units of resources normally consumed
by a polli nator. We suppose that the survival chanceof a pol-
linator’s adult phase until reproduction time, on the condition
of experiencing nofatal events during li fetime, depends solely
on the amount of quantifiable resources available and the ex-
pected number of flights performed during li fetime. By fixing
the expected total number of flowers visited by each polli nator
to nvis + novi , the latter reduces to a dependency on the average
number of flightsφ(gpo) between each flower visit. Thelesstol-
erant apolli nator iswith respect to theflowersit finds, themore
flowers it needs to examine until finally entering one, increas-
ing the amount of resources needed to survive. The quantity
φ(gpo) − 1, given by Eq. (A.17), thus corresponds to the ex-
pected number of rejected flowers between each visited one.
We introducethe parameter ωpo, to be called polli nator living
cost, to be interpreted as the amount of quantifiable resources
needed by a polli nator always landing oninspected flowers in
order to have asurvival chance of 1/2. We introduce the pa-
rameter ωse, to be called polli nator search cost, corresponding
to the cost associated with each flight to a rejected flower.

On theother hand, wemodeled lethal events(such as lethal
predator attacks) occurringto a polli nator resting in a flower as
ahomogeneousPoisson processwith arateδ(gpl) per timeunit,
dependingsolely on thegenotypegpl ∈ Gpl of theflower. More
concretely, wesupposed the rateδ(gpl) of fatal events for apol-
linator within a given flower of genotype gpl ∈ Gpl to depend

linearly on the accessibilit y o∗pl of the flower to alternativepol-
linators (seesection 2.3), ranging between a fixed value δcl for
closed flowers and δop for open flowers. The totality of lethal
events occurring to a polli nator results from their cumulation
in all theflowersvisited bythepolli nator duringmating period.
SeeAppendix A.1.6andAppendix A.2.3 for moreinformation
on themodeling of adult polli nator survival.

2.3. Evolving traits

For plants we considered the following variable traits, ab-
stracted as real numberswithin the interval [0, 1]:

• Flower accessibilit y to alternative polli nators, in the fol-
lowing called opening and noted o∗pl. We supposed that
for alternative polli nators, all flowers (strangers or not)
areof equal appeal, with their accessibilit y beingtheonly
factor reducingthe chanceof enteringaflower. An open-
ingo∗pl ∈ [0, 1] can be interpreted as theprobabilit y that a
given alternative polli nator approaching the flower, tries
andmanagesto enter theflower. Wethus set η(alt, gpl) :=
o∗pl and η(alt, alt) := 1, assuming all stranger flowers to
be fully accessible.

• Intensity of flower-defenseagainst seedconsumers, noted
d∗pl ∈ [0, 1] and corresponding to the probabilit y of elim-
inatinga given non-resistant larva feeding onits seeds.

For polli natorswe considered the following variable traits:

• Preferred flower opening, noted o∗po ∈ [0, 1] and corre-
sponding to the opening of the flower with highest prob-
abilit y of beingentered uponexamination(seeAppendix
A.1.1). We shall for simplicity call o∗po the polli nator
opening.

• Toleranceof flowerswith different openings, noted s∗po ∈

[0, 1]. Specifically, we supposed a probabilit y η (seeAp-
pendix A.1.1) of the form

η(o∗po, s
∗
po; o∗pl) = exp















−
(o∗po− o∗pl)

2

2V(s∗po)















where

V(s∗po) := spo,min +
s∗po

1− s∗po
(2)

merely servesat mappingthedomain [0, 1] to [spo,min,∞),
with spo,min as a fixed simulation parameter, correspond-
ing to a minimum of flower-opening differencestill dis-
tinguishableby polli nators.

• Resistance of larvae to the defense mechanisms of the
flower, noted r∗po ∈ [0, 1] and corresponding to the sur-
vival chanceonthe condition of an otherwisefatal flower
defense. The probabilit y of a larva surviving a flower’s
defense is thusgiven by (1− d∗pl) + d∗pl ∗ r∗po.
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We mark trait variableswith astar “ ∗” to distinguish them from
model parameters. Both polli nators and plants are considered
as diploid, sexually reproducing hermaphrodites, with a geno-
type characterized by two values (alleles) for each one of the
above mentioned genes. In this context, the abstract genotype
spaces introduced in section 2.1 take the explicit form Gpl =

([0, 1]×[0, 1])2 andGpo = ([0, 1]×[0, 1]×[0, 1])2. Wesupposed
an additive genotype-phenotypemapping, that is, all functions
of the genotype to dependsolely on the arithmetic mean of the
two correspondingalleles. In thefollowing, wewill bereferring
to this arithmetic mean when talking of the trait of an individ-
ual. The probabilit y distribution µs(g, g̃, ·) of child-genotypes
resulting from a coupling of two genotypes g, g̃ ∈ Gs, intro-
duced in section 2.1, was taken as purely Mendelian in nature
while forbiddingany recombinations.

2.4. Numerical simulation
The model introduced in section 2.1 and elaborated on in

Appendix A is an ecological one, describing the frequency-
change of a given, finite number of plant and polli nator geno-
types. Our numerical implementation is a direct translation of
the model’s formulas, in particular rule (1), to operations act-
ing iteratively on the two frequency vectorsNpl ,Npo of finite
length.

Evolutionary changewas introduced bymutatinga random
allele of a randomly chosen genotype aroundtheoriginal allele
value after a fixed number of ecological iterations (collectively
called an evolutionary cycle). Thegenotypeto bemutated was
chosen amongall genotypes with a probabilit y proportional to
its frequency. The allele to be mutated was chosen amongall
possible alleles with a probabilit y proportional to a fixed sim-
ulation parameter characteristic for the gene, henceforth called
mutabili ty of that gene. The distribution used for the muta-
tion was a triangular one, with its mode at the original allele
value and a span fixed as simulation parameter. An additional
condition was that the probabilit y of an allele value x ∈ [0, 1]
to increase or decrease was proportional to the length of the
intervals [x, 1] and [0, x] respectively. We chose this distribu-
tion because of its unimodality, its adjustable compact bounds
and its simplicity. The newly resulting genotype was added to
the existing frequency vector with an initial frequency 1 while
equally reducingthe frequency of the original genotype.

For optimization reasons, at the end of each evolutionary
cycle genotypeswith a frequency below a so called extinction
threshold were removed, while rescaling the rest of the fre-
quency vector in order to keep the total number of individuals
unchanged. This operation proved to be essential to keeping
computation times within reasonable limits and expresses the
ideaof keeping in the long term only genes with a significant
fitness.

Of special interest was the time-evolution of the distribu-
tion of allele values for various traits. These were computed
for each allele independently of the allele-distributionsof other
genes and in particular by ignoring any possible linkage dis-
equili bria. Model- and simulation-specific parameter values
used in thesimulationsaresummarized in table1. Ovule count
novu and clutch size ncl were taken to be approximately the

ones observed in natural T. europaeus - Chiastocheta popula-
tions(Jaeger and Després, 1998). Johannesen and Loeschcke
(1996) estimated Chiastocheta fecundity between 10 and 60,
we chose νpo = 20. The parameters τss and τse introduced in
Eq. (A.29) were chosen in theorder of magnitudeof valuesob-
tained througha least-squaresfitting of Eq. (A.29) to datapub-
lished by Després et al. (2007b, table 1). The polli nation effi-
ciency πfe wastaken to bein theorder of magnitudedetermined
by Després (2003). Polli nator living cost ωpo and larva living
cost ωla were chosen so that in caseof no defenseor resistance,
equili brium plant and polli nator densitiesare in the same order
of magnitude for coaliti ons consisting of totally closed flow-
ers and polli nators. The flower search cost ωse was chosen so
that lowering the flower acceptanceprobabilit y from 1 to 1/2,
approximately doublesthepolli nator’sneed for quantifiablere-
sources (seeEq. (A.30)). We normalized the total amount of
quantifiableresourcesρpl offered byaplant by a choiceof units
to 1. The remaining parameter values are more or lessmiddle-
of-the-roadchoices.

The number of iterations per evolutionary cycle, predeter-
mined from initial test-runs, was taken roughly to be the one
needed for ecological equili bria to be established. We want to
mention that in some cases we did observe some small -scale
ecological oscill ations, even after longruns. But these were in
theorder of lessthan 10% of theoverall populationsizes.

3. Simulation and analytical results

3.1. Attraction andrepulsion of plants
Whenstartingwith monomorphicplant populationsand pol-

linator populations both sharing the same opening, while only
allowing plant opening to evolve, two main types of behavior
on the side of the plants were observed. In the first case, in-
dividual plants slightly differing in their opening from the rest
of the population displayed an advantage and during time, the
wholeplant population gradually avoided specialist polli nators
by evolvingtowardsadifferent openingthan preferred bythem.
In the second case, plant individuals differing in their open-
ing from the rest of the population had a lower fitnessand the
genotype distribution was evolutionary stable. We shall sub-
sequently call these two the repellent case and the att ractive
case, respectively. They correspondto the caseswhere individ-
ual flowershave an interest in decreasing or increasingtheir in-
teractionwith polli nators, respectively. In abroader sense, they
correspond to an antagonistic interaction or mutualistic one.
Simulations showed that the transition between the attractive
and repellent cases was strongly influenced by the number of
polli natorsinteractingwith each flower aswell asby their polli -
nationefficiency. We varied theparameters that we foundto be
most affecting these factors and simulated the opening fitness
gradient for totally open monomorphic plant populations pol-
linated by polli nators fully specialized on them. We assumed
a complete absence of defense or resistance mechanisms and
called these start configurationspure open coali tions. The ob-
tained parameter maps of attractive and repellent regions are
ill ustrated in Fig. 1. SeeAppendix C for details of this proce-
dure.
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Figure 1: Plant opening pressure maps in pure open coaliti ons for varying model parameters ωpo and πfe. As pressure adiscrete approximation of the gradient of
theLyapunovexponent for more closed mutant plants (at o∗pl = 0.9) was taken, asdescribed in Appendix C. A darker color signifies agreater evolutionary pressure
on plants to close. Model parameter values common to all maps wereωse = 0.01, δcl = 0, calt = 1. For the first row polli nator tolerance was s∗po = 0.05, for the
second one s∗po = 0.1. For the maps (a) and (d) we supposed no alternative polli nators to be present, for maps (b) and (e) Npo(alt) = 500, for maps (c) and (f)
Npo(alt) = 5000. Thewhite dashed line separates the attractive (upper) from the repellent (lower) region.

As can be seen from these maps, a lower polli nator living
cost, essentially resulting in a higher polli nator density, always
increases the pressureon plants to avoid interactionwith polli -
natorsby closing. What appearsat first to besomewhat surpris-
ing, was our finding that a higher polli nation efficiency πfe ac-
tually increases the pressureon plants to avoid interactionwith
polli nators. Furthermore, an increased tolerances∗po of the resi-
dent polli natorsalwaysreducesthat samepressure andtypically
expands the attractive region. Only in the extreme case of zero
alternativepolli nators, doesan increasein thepolli nator’stoler-
ance merely reduce evolutionary pressure without shifting the
border between the attractive and repellent domain. The maps
also show, that a strong presenceof alternativepolli natorsmay
even lead to the disappearanceof repellent domains and thus,
to a stabili zation of the pure open coaliti on. Such effects have
already been proposed byFerdy et al. (2002).

Fig. 2 shows for typical parameter values the total number
of seeds released, carrying the genes of some slightly closed,
rare mutant of varying opening o∗mu < 1, appearing in a pure
open coaliti on without alternative polli nators. It demonstrates
how the mutant opening maximizing that number may shift
away from the dominant opening 1, depending on polli nator
frequency, fertili zation efficiency and egg-count. The analyti-
cal calculations, based onthe models proposed in 2.1 and Ap-
pendix A.2, aregiven in Appendix D.

3.2. Specialization in theattractive case

Wesimulated for different parameter valuesthe evolution of
initially pureopencoaliti onsin the attractive case. Weobserved
that as longas plant populations stayed adequately monomor-
phic and fixed in genotype space, no pressure was observed
for polli nators to change their opening, who actually tended
to prefer the most strongly represented flowers. Any tempo-
rary difference between plant and polli nator opening was at-
tempted to be reduced by the polli nators, at a speed increasing
with the flower search cost ωse. Even with a strong survival
difference on more closed flowers (δcl < δop) and a relatively
small flower-search cost ωse ≈ ωpo/1000, a significant number
of closed flowers was needed for polli nators to tend to change
their preference towards them. Likewise, closed flower mu-
tants in almost-pureopen coaliti ons showed a strong disadvan-
tage anda lower fitnesswith respect to their open counterparts,
which received full attention from polli nators and possibly ex-
istingalternativepolli nators.

As a consequence, we were not able to observe any paral-
lel closing of plants and polli nators in the attractive case. This
fixationwasfurther enforced bythepresenceof alternativepol-
linators. It was loosened if polli nators had a higher fitnesson
closed plants due to lessdangers or lessinterspecific competi-
tion (δcl < δop or calt > 0). Furthermore, we introduced for dif-
ferent model parametersinto pureopen coaliti ons slightly more
closed mutant plantsand polli nators, simulating the final mean
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Figure 2: Expected number Xre,own of seeds released by a mutant plant within a pure open coaliti on without alternative polli nators, expected number Xre,res of
seeds released by resident plants fertili zed by the mutant and their sum Xre, as functions of the mutant’s opening o∗mu for different parameter values, as described in
Appendix D. Also displayed are the expected number of seeds initialized and consumed by larvaewithin the mutant’s flower. Resident polli nator tolerance was
s∗po = 0.05. All relevant simulation parameters were, if not stated otherwise, set to the values given by table 1. (a) The pure open coaliti on is evolutionary stable
with respect to flower opening, as closed mutants always have adisadvantage compared to their open relatives. (b) Even thoughthe number of seeds Xre is overall
higher than in the caseπfe = 0.1, they takeontheir maximum at o∗mu ≈ 0.6. More closed plantsbenefit from alower seed predation andshow an advantage over their
open counterparts. (c) Thehigh number of polli nators keeps seed production low and gives an advantage to more closed flowers receiving lesspolli nator attention.
(d) Despite the high number of polli nators, their low egg number νpo = 5 keeps the pure open coaliti on stable against invasions by closed plants. Also note that for
a fixed polli nator count, a lower egg number νpo is within our model equivalent to a defense mechanism on behalf of the plants, basically reducing the number of
larvaefeeding ontheir seeds.

opening for each of the two partner species after ecological
equili brium for varying initial mutant frequencies. We thusob-
tained frequency maps of the susceptibilit y of pure open coali -
tions to invasion by closed mutants, as seen in Fig. 3. These
maps not only ill ustrate the existenceof a frequency threshold
for a successful closed-mutant invasion, but also the inhibitory
nature of alternative polli nators. The presence of alternative
mutualists has already been suggested before as a factor in the
evolution of moregeneral mutualisms(Bronstein et al., 2006).

3.3. Specialization in the repellent case

On the contrary, we observed rich evolutionary activity in
the repellent case, where pure open coaliti ons become unsta-
ble as plants benefit from a lower interaction with polli nators.
We considered four scenarios, elaborated on below, all starting
from a pure open coaliti on and in each one allowing for a dif-
ferent set of traits to coevolve. All four scenariosdemonstrate a

repellent character andit isonly in thethirdandfourthscenario,
that a long-term stabili zation of thegenepool appears.

3.3.1. Scenario 1: Escape& chase
In thefirst scenario, we consideredthe coevolution of flower

andinsect opening by only allowingthegeneso∗pl , o
∗
po tomutate.

Lessopen plants could easily invade and even replacethe ex-
isting populationasmore closed plants interacted lesswith pol-
linators, eventually pulli ng the whole plant gene-pool towards
closed flower shapes. This was observed regardlessof whether
polli nators were allowed to evolve or not (seeFig. 4), which
confirmed the plants to be the drivers of this dynamic. Inter-
estingly, for the rather artificial scenario of polli nators not be-
ing allowed to adapt to evolvingflowers, disruptivedivergence
occurred at aroundopl ≈ 0.6, leading to a stable coexistence
of two plant genotypesat different openings. Furthermore, for
a large enoughthread reduction δcl − δop the closing of flow-
ers actually led to an increase of the fitnessand thus frequency
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Table 1: Default values for model and simulation-specific parameters (upper
and lower part respectively) used throughout this article. Starred values were
subject to variation between different simulations. Justifications for the chosen
parameter values are given in section 2.4.

Parameter Symbol Value
Ovule count novu 400
Flowers visited during mating period nvis 20
Total eggs laid νpo 20
Eggs per oviposition ncl 4
Resources per flower ρpl 1
Polli nationefficiency πfe 0.2*
Relative seed search time τss 1
Relative seed consumption time τsc 0.02
Larva living cost ωla 10
Larva resistance cost ωre 40*
Polli nator livingcost ωpo 0.2*
Polli nator flower search cost ωse 0.01*
Plant defense cost ωde 1
Plant capacity kpl 1000
Flower opening distinguishabilit y spo,min 0.01
Fatal events in open flowers δop 1
Fatal events in closed flowers δcl 0*
Resources consumed bystrangers calt 1
Alternative polli nator count Npo(alt) 500*
Stranger flower count Npl(str) 1000
Iterationcount per evolutionary cycle - 500
Mutation count per evolutionary cycle - 1 per species
Evolutionary cycle count - 50-5000
Extinction threshold - 1.0
Mutation span - 0.2
Plant opening mutabilit y - 1.0
Plant defense mutabilit y - 1.0*
Polli nator opening mutabilit y - 1.0
Polli nator tolerancemutabilit y - 1.0
Polli nator resistancemutabilit y - 1.0

Closed mutants

invade

Closed mutants

go extinct

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Final mean plant opening of an initially pure open coaliti on after the
introduction of closed plant and polli nator mutants (o∗pl = 0.75 and o∗po = 0.75)
and 1000subsequent ecological iterations, for various initial mutant frequen-
cies: (a) No alternative polli nators present, (b) 500alternative polli nators were
present. Mutant frequencies are given as fractions of the total population. A
darker color signifies a stronger invasion by the closed mutants, a white color
means a total extinction of the latter. Simulation parameters were ωpo = 1,
ωse = 0.001, δcl = 0 and otherwise given by table 1.

of polli nators, which under certain conditionscould overexploit
plantsand driveboth partnersto extinction, asill ustrated in Fig.

5.
Even if allowed, polli nators would only adapt their prefer-

enceto thegradually closing plant populationif aflower search-
cost ωse > 0 was introduced. The reason for this apparent
curiosity actually lies in the model itself. During their evolu-
tion towards more closed flowers, plant populations were due
to high evolutionary pressure more or lessmonomorphic. Ad-
vantages for polli nators preferring more closed flowers do not
appear if plant populations are insufficiently diversified, since
eventually each polli nator will stick with what isavailable. This
can beseen in equations (A.8), (A.15) and (A.18). On the con-
trary, for ωse > 0 polli natorsquickly followed its closing part-
ner, typically with sometime-delay of afew (5-20) evolutionary
cycles. As plant opening approached the minimum, evolution
of o∗pl slowed down, thusallowing for polli nator openingto ap-
proach it. As long as polli nator fitnessdoes not significantly
increaseon closed flowersdue to an equally high frequency δcl

of fatal events, an extinctionasdescribed above is avoided. On
the contrary, this situation turned out to be highly unstable as
the interaction was now at least as repellent as the one to be-
gin with, stemming from the ever-existingadvantagefor plants
avoiding an excessive interaction with polli nators. This led to
a new escape & chase situation, this time towards open flow-
ers. No halting of theseoscill ations, having periodsin theorder
of 200evolutionary cycles, could beobserved within the simu-
lated time of up to 5000evolutionary cycles. SeeFig. 6 for an
examplesimulation of this scenario.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Example simulation of evolution of an initially pure open coaliti on
in the repellent case, with only plant opening allowed to mutate. Graphic
(a) shows the evolution of allele distribution over time for flower opening, a
brighter color signifying a higher frequency density. Graph (b) shows the evo-
lution of population frequencies for both partners during thesimulation. Model
parameter values were πfe = 0.2, ωpo = 0.2, ωse = 0.01, δcl = 0, calt = 1 and
Npo(alt) = 500. Polli nator tolerancewas fixed to s∗po = 0.05.

3.3.2. Scenario 2: Escape& chasewith metastabilit y
In the second scenario, we considered the coevolution of

flower and polli nator opening byallowing the genes o∗pl , o
∗
po as

well as s∗po to mutate. Just as in the first scenario, closed plants
easily invaded and replaced resident populations, thus initially
driving the coaliti on towards closed flowers. But parallel to
adapting their preferred opening to their evolving partner, pol-
linators also increased their tolerance s∗po as to accept a larger
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure5: Examplesimulation of evolution of an initially pureopen coaliti on, with only plant openingo∗pl and polli nator openingo∗po allowed to mutate. Thegraphics
show the evolution of allele distribution over time for (a) flower opening and (b) polli nator opening, a brighter color signifying a higher frequency density. Graph
(c) shows the evolution of population frequencies for both partners during the simulation. Model parameter values were πfe = 0.2, ωpo = 0.2, ωse = 0.01, δcl =

0, calt = 1 andNpo(alt) = 500. Polli nator tolerancewas fixed to s∗po = 0.05. Both populations go extinct during the 40th evolutionary cycle.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Example simulation of evolution of an initially pure open coaliti on, with only plant opening o∗pl and polli nator opening o∗po allowed to mutate. Graphics
show the evolution of allele distribution over time for (a) flower opening and (b) polli nator opening, a brighter color signifying a higher frequency density. Graph
(c) shows the evolution of population frequencies for both partners during the simulation. Model parameter values were πfe = 0.2, ωpo = 0.2, ωse = 0.01, δcl =

1, calt = 1 andNpo(alt) = 500. Polli nator tolerancewas fixed at s∗po = 0.05.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: Example simulation of evolution of an initially pure open coaliti on, with only plant opening, polli nator opening and polli nator tolerance allowed to
mutate. The graphics show the evolution of allele distribution over time for (a) flower opening, (b) polli nator opening and (c) polli nator tolerance, a brighter color
signifying a higher frequency density. Graph (d) shows the evolution of population frequencies for both partners during the simulation. Model parameter values
wereπfe = 0.2, ωpo = 0.2, ωse = 0.01, δcl = 1, calt = 1 andNpo(alt) = 500. Initial polli nator tolerancewas s∗po = 0.05.

spectrum of flower opening and effectively reducethe number
of uselessflights. We foundthat this increase in tolerancere-

duced the advantagefor flowersdeviating from themainstream
opening, thus reducing evolutionary pressure to escape. This
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resulted in metastable states, were plants would have only a
minimal advantage of escaping polli nators, thus resting fixed
and specialized on the polli nators for a long time, occasion-
ally falli ng into sudden escape& chasephases. The(temporar-
ily) attained opening of both partners depended on the speed
with which polli nators adapted their tolerance and thus on the
flower search cost ωse. Fig. 7 shows a typical simulation of
this scenario, where the metastablespecialization lastsonly for
a limited period of time. Noticehow polli nators become more
tolerant every timeplantsundergoa change in their opening.

3.3.3. Scenario 3: Stable closing
In thethird scenario, wesimulated the coevolution of flower

opening o∗pl , polli nator opening o∗po and plant defense d∗pl . Ini-
tially, over-exploitation of the plantsby polli natorsallowed for
more closed flowers to invadetheresident populationand drive
thewholeplant gene-pool towardsmore closed flowersin order
to avoid interaction with polli nators. Simultaneously, defense
started to evolve within flowers against seed-consumers up to
a certain value, which was higher for the cases where closed
flowers offered a direct advantage to polli nators (δcl < δop).
The development of a defense, eventually constrained by the
associated costs, led to a sharp decrease of the polli nator pop-
ulation, eventually shifting the situation from a repellent to an
attractive one. Once polli nator frequency surpassed a certain
threshold, flowershad nolonger an interest to avoid polli nators
and kept their current opening, settling down onan evolution-
ary stable strategy. Furthermore, this reduction of polli nator
density saved both partnersfrom apossible evolutionary extinc-
tion they would otherwisebesubject to (seefirst scenario). The
actually attained opening depended on the speed (mutabilit y)
with which defense couldevolve. In particular, for asufficiently
low defense mutabilit y evolutionary oscill ations (or evolution-
ary extinction for that matter) could still make an appearance
until a certain degreeof defense was reached. SeeFig. 8 for
a typical simulation of this scenario, in which defense mecha-
nisms develop quickly enoughto stabili zeplant and polli nator
openingsat an early state.

3.3.4. Scenario 4: Conditionally stable closing
In thefourthscenario, wesimulatedthe coevolution of flower

opening o∗pl , polli nator opening o∗po, plant defense d∗pl and pol-
linator resistance r∗po to the plant’s defense mechanisms. Sim-
ulations such as the one ill ustrated in Fig. 9 showed that the
possibilit y of polli nators developing a resistance to the plant’s
defense mechanisms, can prevent the stabili zation of the mu-
tualism otherwise achieved by that defense, by canceling out
any effects the latter could have had. It was only for relatively
high resistance costs ωre & 100 that any resistance would be
so limited as to allow for the plant’s defense mechanisms to
keep parasitism low and the mutualism stable. Fig. 10 shows
an example simulation, in which a defense develops on behalf
of plantsagainst larvae, which in turn developaresistanceonly
when plant-defense gets strongenough. The strong limitation
of developed resistance eventually ensures that polli nator fre-
quency and larval seed-exploitation stays low and the preced-
ing specialization stable. As can be seen, plant defense tended

to undergo disruptive selection as soon as polli nators became
resistant to it, resulting in two streamlines of different defense
degrees. Occasionally, similar branching occurred with respect
to thepolli nator’sresistance aswell . SeeTable2 for asummary
of the abovedescribed scenarios.

4. Discussion

4.1. Distinguishing between attractiveandrepellent cases

The results presented in 3.1 show that for adequately small
polli nator populations, flowers have an advantage to attract as
many polli natorsaspossible, leading to the evolutionary stabil -
ity of the pure open coaliti on. For an increasing number of
polli nators, seed-predation becomes too costly to accept and
flowers seek to reduce interaction with polli nators by closing
and thusbecominglessattractive for them.

Theresultsalso demonstratethat, morenet-beneficial inter-
actionsbetween two partners, as is the case for higher fertili za-
tion efficiencies, do not generally increase the pressure for the
benefited partner to maintain the highest possible interaction
frequency with its benefiter. What is more crucial to the sta-
bilit y of a mutualism in which costsand pay-off are frequency-
dependent, is the existenceor not of an advantage of lowering
interaction with respect to the rest of the population, by means
of weightingthe additional benefitsandcostsof such an avoid-
ance. A higher polli nationefficiency means that fewer polli na-
tors are actually needed to achieve a(nearby) complete fertil -
ization of ovules. Thisensuresthat loweringthe interactionisa
lucrativeway of reducing larval seed consumption, sincefewer
seedsare left unfertili zed asadownside.

This interplay is best explained in the case of a closed mu-
tant within apureopen coaliti onwithout alternativepolli nators,
as ill ustrated in Fig. 2. It shows that the number of seeds re-
leased by resident plants carrying the mutant’s genes, always
increases with the mutant approaching the resident population.
Thus, with respect to a mutant’s male function, it is always in
the flower’s interest to stay attractive in order to disperse its
pollen to as many resident flowers as possible. It also shows
that amutant’sovulesare alwaysbetter fertili zed with increased
openingastheflower ismoreoften visited by polli nators. Then
again, seed survival within the mutant’s flower decreases with
increasing opening as more larvaeoccupy the flower. The to-
tal number Xre of seedsreleased within thepopulation, carrying
thegenesof themutant, can be considered within our model as
a direct measure of the mutant’s fitness, as all other factors de-
termining survival of offspring are common for all plants (see
Appendix A.2.4). It results from a superposition of all three
mentioned effects.

Nonetheless, a potential shift of the maximum of Xre away
from a total opening is always linked to the mutant’s female
successas seed releaser, tryingto maximizethefinal number of
seeds released. Similarly shaped seed-specific costs and ben-
efits for the female function of Ficus aurea depending onthe
number of visits by its parasitic polli nator Pegoscapus mexi-
canus were observed by Bronstein (2001b). It is noteworthy
that only in two of the four cases (Fig. 2(b) andFig. 2(c)) does
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8: Example simulation of evolution of an initially pure open coaliti on, with only plant opening o∗pl , polli nator opening o∗po and plant defense d∗pl allowed
to mutate. Graphics show the evolution of allele distribution over time for (a) flower opening, (b) polli nator opening and (c) plant defense, a brighter color
signifying a higher frequency density. Graph (d) shows the evolution of population frequencies for both partners during the simulation. Model parameter values
wereπfe = 0.2, ωpo = 0.2, ωse = 0.01, δcl = 0, calt = 1 andNpo(alt) = 500. Polli nator tolerancewas fixed to s∗po = 0.05, defense mutabilit y equal to 1.

(a) (b) (e)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Example simulation of evolution of an initially pure open coaliti on, with plant opening o∗pl , polli nator opening o∗po, plant defense d∗pl and polli nator
resistancer∗po allowed to mutate. Thegraphics show the evolution of allele distribution over timefor (a) flower opening, (b) polli nator opening, (c) plant defense and
(d) polli nator resistance, a brighter color signifying a higher frequency density. Graph (e) shows the evolution of population frequencies for both partners during
the simulation. Model parameter values were πfe = 0.2, ωpo = 0.2, ωse = 0.01, δcl = 0, calt = 1, ωre = 20 andNpo(alt) = 500. Polli nator tolerance was fixed to
s∗po = 0.05, defense mutabilit y equal to 1.

a pressure to close exerted on females actually overcome the
pressure to stay open exerted onmales. This shows that of at
least equal importanceis the successat pollen dispersal, which
can play a significant role at keeping plantsclose to their para-
sitic polli nator’spreferences(Ibanez et al., 2009a).

The attractive and repellent cases introduced in section 3.1
correspondfor pureopen coaliti onsto the caseswherethemax-
imum of Xre is situated at full or lower opening respectively.

Of course the arguments presented here concerning the sta-
bilit y of pure open coaliti ons are valid for coaliti ons of any
arbitrary common opening. It should be mentioned that this
susceptibilit y of pure open coaliti ons to the invasion of closed
plants in the repellent case has littl e to do with the long-term
effectsontheplant’spopulationsize, asdemonstrated in Fig. 5.
Closed plants invadebecausethey have an advantageover their
still -open counterparts, even if seed-exploitationmight increase
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Figure 10: Example simulation of evolution of an initially pure open coaliti on, with plant opening o∗pl , polli nator opening o∗po, plant defense d∗pl and polli nator
resistancer∗po allowed to mutate. Thegraphics show the evolution of allele distribution over timefor (a) flower opening, (b) polli nator opening, (c) plant defense and
(d) polli nator resistance, a brighter color signifying a higher frequency density. Graph (e) shows the evolution of population frequencies for both partners during
the simulation. Model parameter values wereπfe = 0.2, ωpo = 0.2, ωse = 0.01, δcl = 0, calt = 1, ωre = 150andNpo(alt) = 500. Polli nator tolerancewas fixed to
s∗po = 0.05, defense mutabilit y equal to 1.

Table 2: Synopsis of main encountered evolutionary scenarios as described in section 3.3, starting from apure open coaliti on in the repellent case.

Sc. Evolving traits Remarks Evolutionary behavior
1 o∗pl ,o

∗
po δop − δcl large Plantsclose, polli nators follow and both goextinct due to over-exploitation of plants (Fig. 5).

1 o∗pl ,o
∗
po δop − δcl small Plant and polli nator openings undergo strong oscill ations consisting of escape-chase phases (Fig. 6).

2 o∗pl ,o
∗
po, s

∗
po Plant and polli nator openings alternate between escape-chase phases andmetastable states (Fig. 7).

3 o∗pl ,o
∗
po,d

∗
pl Plantsclose and polli nators follow. Defense mechanismsdevelopandstabili zethe coaliti on byshift-

ing it to the attractive case (Fig. 8).
4 o∗pl ,o

∗
po,d

∗
pl , r

∗
po ωre low Plant and polli nator openings undergo strong oscill ations. Plants develop defense mechanism. The

coaliti on rests unstable due to high resistancedeveloped by polli nators (Fig. 9).
4 o∗pl ,o

∗
po,d

∗
pl , r

∗
po ωre high Plantsclose, polli nators follow. Plantsdevelop defense mechanism, which stabili zes the coaliti on by

shifting it to the attractive case. The resistancedeveloped by polli nators is too low to destabili zethe
coaliti on (Fig. 10).

when finally all plantsget to be more closed.

4.2. Conditions for a mutualistic specialization
As suggested by the results presented in 3.2, mutualistic

specialization of plants to polli nators starting from a pureopen
coaliti on is not an evolutionary convergent strategy in the at-
tractive case. Plants seeking to maximizetheir pollen-dispersal
will besubject to strongevolutionary pressureto stay attractive
and accessible for as many potential visitors as possible. Any
noteworthy deviation of the plant’s genotype distribution from
a full opening would require asignificant number of polli na-
tors already willi ng to concentrate on these more closed flow-
ers. On theother hand, the advantagesfor polli natorspreferring

closed flowers(i.e. lesscompetitionwith alternativepolli nators
or lessdangers) only appear when the flower genotypic distri-
bution differs adequately from the pure open one, as otherwise
polli natorswould either mostly stick with flowers available, or
spend a large amount of time and energy searching for flowers
hard to find.

Consequently, a certain critical mutant density needs to be
overcome for at least one of the two partners in order for both
mutants to invade the pure open coaliti on in the long run, as
can be seen in Fig. 3. See Appendix E for an ill ustration
of these coupled invasion dynamics. These minimum densities
weremuch higher than one could expect from fluctuationsaris-
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ing simply from mutationsoccurring oncein a while. A strong
dispersal within the population would furthermore increase its
homogeneity andreducetheprobabilit y of strong, local density
fluctuations. Indeed, both direct field observation of Chiasto-
cheta fly behavior (Després, 2003) and more indirect measure-
ments of fly movement acrossTrolli us populationsthroughthe
analysisof genetic populationstructuring(low genetic differen-
tiation, Despréset al., 2002), suggest that Chiastocheta fliesare
ableto fly long distancesandthat spatial structuringisweak. In
fig-fig wasp systemslong-rangepolli nator flight distanceswere
also documented byHarrison (2003).

Intraspecific competition between larvae, as described in
Appendix A.2.1, seemed to play only a minor role even for
living costsωla reducingsurvival chances in the flower to well
below 1/10. Note that the only trait allowing an avoidanceof
competitionthroughspeciation, would within our model be the
preferred flower opening. We attribute the lack of such specia-
tions to the tendency of the plant gene pool to stay monomor-
phic with respect to flower opening, in both the attractive and
repellent cases. Nonetheless, the model-framework presented
in section 2.1 and Appendix A.1 allows for other traits such
aseggcount, known to be affected by intraspecific competition
(Després and Cherif, 2004), to be included for further investi-
gation in futureresearch.

The scenario of plantsclosing becauseof polli nators learn-
ing to prefer closed flowersand plants seeking to increasetheir
interaction with them, could as a consequencenot be verified
within the context of our model. This constitutes an escape-
driven closing of theT. europaeusas suggested bytheresults in
3.3 and described in 4.3 an attractive alternative explanation.

It should however be noted that this double-mill i s not an
issue in mutualisms where an anticipation of one of the two
partners for an approach by the secondis not costly or already
present in some way, as is the case for aphid-ant mutualisms,
where honeydew is a byproduct of the consumed phloem sap
by aphids(Stadler andDixon, 2005). Furthermore, in mutualis-
tic systems with limited dispersal, like plant-micchorizal fungi
or symbiotic systems, local fluctuationsof globally rarepheno-
types might allow the evolution of specialization in otherwise
invasion-resistant coaliti ons similar to our case. It should also
be mentioned that it could still be possible for a specialization
of theT. europaeusontheChiastochetafliesto havetaken place
on a mutualistic basis as has already been suggested by Ibanez
and Després (2009), if for some external reason flower open-
ing was kept highly diversified, longenoughfor Chiastocheta
flies to recognize the benefits of and adapt to closed flowers.
The reasons or even the possibilit y for such a diversity to be
maintained despite the above mentioned hurdles, remain to be
investigated.

4.3. Specialization asanevolutionary trap
The results in section 3.3 show that closing of the T. eu-

ropaeus could result from a desperate and eventually pointless
attempt of plants to avoid over-exploitation by seed-eaters by
becoming less attractive. This density-dependent pressure of
avoidance could be triggered by a sudden increase in the pol-
linators population due to environmental changes such as the

extinction of a natural enemy. Thiscould explain why in many
Trolli us - Chiastocheta coaliti ons closing of the flowers has
not taken place(Després et al., 2003). We propose that closed
globes, beinga heritable trait strongly independent onenviron-
mental factors, could be a simple means of quickly avoiding
their parasites. Of course for this to work, polli nators need to
be specialized on open flowers, not yet having known the ben-
efits closed flower might provide. An empirical way of testing
this hypothesiswould be to artificially close individuals in nat-
urally open Trolli us species and observe the visits they receive
from Chiastocheta flies. Alternatively, one could compare vis-
itingratesbetween flowerswithinTrolli uspopulationswith nat-
urally variable opening, as is the case in certain Japanese taxa
(Pellmyr, 1992). Similar experimentson theglobular morphol-
ogy have already been performed on T. europaeus - Chiasto-
cheta coaliti ons in the french Alps by Ibanez et al. (2009a),
where T. europaeus flowers are closed and effectively special-
ized onChiastocheta flies. These field works showed that arti-
ficially opened flowers were much lessfrequented by Chiasto-
cheta flies than their naturally closed relatives.

As more and more plants close, polli nators quickly adapt
their preference to the newly appearing and finally prevaili ng
more closed flowers. Depending onthe exact backgroundenvi-
ronmental conditions and biological factors, this could in time
lead to an increase of polli nator population sizes and finally a
coevolutionary suicide due to over-exploitation, which can be
interpreted as a harmful feedback of the environment to the
changing trait of plants (Haldane, 1990; Parvinen, 2005; Jones
et al., 2009). But even if plants could withstand the presum-
ably increasing polli nator frequency, without any other regula-
tory mechanisms the outcome genotype distribution is highly
unstable, as overexploitation is still at least equally harmful to
the plants, leading to strong evolutionary oscill ations of plant
and polli nator openings as described in 3.3 and seen in Fig.
6. Similar behavior has been described by Dieckmann et al.
(1995) for predator-prey systems and can be seen as a special
case of Red Queen dynamics (Van Valen, 1973). An increase
of polli nator tolerance towards a broader spectrum of flowers,
triggered bythe appearingcostsof rejectingan increasing num-
ber of flowers, generally only establishes a metastabilit y of the
attained genotype distribution. As shown paradigmatically in
Fig. 7, that distribution is subject to sudden escape-attemptsof
still overexploited plants.

4.4. Stabili zation of thespecialization

We argue that an effective stabili zing mechanism must be
onepassingthe coaliti on over to an attractivestate, in which in-
dividual plants actually have an interest in receiving full atten-
tionfrom polli nators. Such amechanism could beonereducing
the negative effects of interaction or keeping the population of
the parasitic partner low, as can be seen by comparing Figures
2(c) with 2(d) or 2(a) with 2(c) respectively. They show how a
lower exploitation by polli nators (lower egg-count νpo) or sim-
ply a lower polli nator frequency Npo can keep fitnessmaximal
for plants preferred the most by polli nators. Similar interspe-
cific population-regulatorymechanismson behalf of host plants
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have been proposed by Hollandet al. (2004b) for the stabili za-
tion of thesenita cactusandsenitamothmutualism. A stabili za-
tion of the T. europaeus - Chiastocheta interaction by means
of a chemical defense has been hypothesized by Gallet et al.
(2007). Our simulations, particularly scenarios three and four
(Fig. 8 and 10), makethishypothesisaplausibleone. The con-
stant (or even increasing) exploitation of plantsby their partner
eventually leads to the development of strong defense mecha-
nisms against seed-consumers. With the resulting decrease of
thepolli nator’spopulationandalimitation of larvae consuming
seedscomesastabili zation of thegenotypedistributionattained
after an escape-chase phase, whose duration and outcome de-
pend onthe costsandtimeneeded to developsuch adefense. A
combination of a defense mechanism alongwith some sort of
meta-stabili zation throughan increase of polli nator tolerance,
would further improve the chances of flowers eventually stay-
ing closed, as defense mechanisms would have more time to
develop duringmetastablestates.

As suggested by our simulations (seeFig. 9), an antagonis-
tic trait on behalf of the polli nators fully or partially reducing
the efficiency of theplant’sdefensein regulatingthepolli nator’s
populationsize andlarva count, could prevent thespecialization
from stabili zing. Whether or not these counter-measureson be-
half on the polli nators lead to a frequency increase that jeop-
ardizesevolutionary stabilit y, strongly dependsnot only on the
possibilit y of developingsuch measuresbut also onthe associ-
ated costs, as indicated by a comparison of Figures 9 and 10.
Thus, whether or not a chemical defenseon behalf of theT. eu-
ropaeus really stabili zes the currently observed specialization,
dependsonwhether developingatruly efficient toxin resistance
turned out to be toocostly for Chiastocheta larvae.

4.5. Final remarkson themodel
It should benoted that, in thisarticle, all speciesweremod-

eled asannual ones. To verify the compatibilit y with theperen-
nial character of Trolli us, we subsequently modified our sim-
ulations to allow for plants to live during more than one fly-
li fetime, by including in the next generation a fraction of the
previousone. The probabilit y of an individual plant being kept
in the next cycle, was taken independently of previous cycles
to be 1 − 1/L, with L & 1 being the expected li fe-time of an
individual. Increasing L to values greater than 1, decreased
small -scale temporal population fluctuations in the ecological
dynamics but did not seem to have any long-term effects, in
particular evolutionary ones.

Though derived from elementary mechanistic and stochas-
tic considerations, our model wasbuilt hierarchically upon var-
ious abstraction levels as we hoped this might allow other au-
thors to adapt it to nursery plant-polli nator systems similar to
the T. europaeus - Chiastocheta one. In particular, a defense
mechanismagainst larvaeneedsnot be a chemical one andflower
morphology needs not necessarily refer to the corolla opening
but rather the degreeof exclusion of alternative polli nators. In
the case of the yucca-yuccamoth system, setting ρ := 1 in-
stead of Eq. (A.15) would eliminate competition for pollen
and nectar (moths do not feed on them (Powell , 1992)). Set-
ting the number nvis of flowers visited during mating to zero,

wouldaccount for themothsonly polli nating yuccaflowersdur-
ing oviposition (seeAppendix A.1.2). Infestation-dependent,
selective fruit abortion documented for some yuccas (Pellmyr
and Huth, 1994; Richter and Weis, 1995), could be accounted
for by an appropriate modification of the survival probabiliti es
in Eq. (A.27) andEq. (A.29).

5. Conclusion

The highly specialized Trolli us europaeus - Chiastocheta
mutualism probably results from the coevolution of two antag-
onistic traits of the plant, namely globe closure as an attempt
to avoid interaction with its parasitic polli nators and chemical
defense to prevent seed over-exploitation. In that sense, globe
closure should be seen as an initially antagonistic behavior on
behalf of the plant, eventually leading to an obligate mutual-
ism stabili zed by the parallel evolution of a real defensemech-
anism. This counter-intuitive mechanism not only provides an
original explanation of specializationin nursery polli nationsys-
tems, it also shows, one step beyondthe parasitism-mutualism
continuum paradigm, how antagonism and mutualism can be
entangled in the evolution of interspecific interactions.
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Appendix A. Construction of the model

In the following we provide a complete definition and jus-
tification of the model used throughout the article, as a spec-
ification of the general framework presented in 2.1 for nurs-
ery plant/polli nator systems. This appendix is meant, together
with sections 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4, to be self-consistent and can be
worked through byanyone merely interested in understanding
themodel andadapting it to hisown needs.

Wegive concrete expressionsfor thefactorsνs, πs, µs, σs, τs,
where s ∈ S = {pl, po}, determining the iteration map (1).
We derive these expressions from simple assumptions about
the underlying behavior of the interacting partners expressed
by a number of certain functional responses and parameters.
We then concretizethismodel by proposingspecific shapes for
these functional responses, either adopted from the existing lit -
erature or justified by heuristic considerations. All the param-
eters introduced in the model bear some physical or biological
interpretation.

For any given functions(vectors) ϕ, ϑ : Gs→ R, s ∈ S we
shall i n the following denote

〈ϕ, ϑ〉 :=
∑

g∈Gs

ϕ(g) · ϑ(g)

whenever the sum is well -defined. We shall writeϕ|t instead of
ϕ(N|t) for any functionϕ depending onthe current populations.
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Appendix A.1. Mean field approximations

Appendix A.1.1. Polli nator mating
We suppose that each polli nator of genotypegpo ∈ Gpo ap-

proaches plants randomly and independently of other polli na-
tors, and that it chooses to enter the flower of an approached
plant of genotype gpl ∈ Gpl only with a probabilit y η(gpo, gpl).
Here, theterm approach should beinterpreted loosely, standing
for some way of inspecting flowers in order to decide whether
or not to enter them, based solely on its own genotype and that
of the flower. Supposing that flight time is so short that we can
suppose an insect to alwaysbe within a flower, we arrive at the
probabilit y

η̂(gpo, gpl)|t :=
η(gpo, gpl)

〈η(gpo, ·),Npl |t〉
(A.1)

of agiven polli nator of genotypegpo ∈ Gpo to befoundwithin a
given flower of genotypegpl ∈ Gpl at any given time. It depends
not only on the personal preference of the polli nator for the
flower as given by η(gpo, gpl), but also on the actual number
of flowers available for each genotype. The probabilit y that
two given polli natorsof genotypesgpo, g̃po ∈ Gpo arewithin the
same flower at any given moment of time, isgiven by

γpo(gpo, g̃po)|t := 〈η̂(gpo, ·)|t · η̂(g̃po, ·)|t, Npl |t〉.

Thus, supposing that the probabilit y of a given polli nator of
genotype gpo mating with a given polli nator of genotype g̃po is
proportional to the timespendtogether, we arrive at the expres-
sion

πpo(gpo, g̃po)|t =
γpo(gpo, g̃po)|t

〈γpo(gpo, ·)|t, Npo|t〉

for the probabilit y of an egg carried by the first to be fertil -
ized by the second. We suppose that each polli nator of geno-
type gpo ∈ Gpo always mates and lays a fixed number of eggs
νpo(gpo).

Appendix A.1.2. Plant ovule fertili zation
We suppose that ovule fertili zation occurs solely by pas-

sive pollen transport of visiting polli nators and alternative pol-
linators and that all flowers blossom simultaneously. We sup-
pose that theflowering periodcan besplit i nto two consecutive
parts: The mating period during which polli nators and alter-
native polli nators visit flowers in search of foodand partners,
and the oviposition period during which polli nators lay their
eggs, while always choosing flowers independently and in the
same way as described in Appendix A.1.1. Furthermore, we
suppose the latter part to be so short as to be able to neglect
any polli nation byalternative polli nators. We suppose that any
given unfertili zed ovuleof a given flower of genotypegpl ∈ Gpl

is fertili zed by an entering polli nator of genotype gpo ∈ Gpo

with a fixed probabilit y πfe(gpo, gpl), to be called polli nation
efficiency, as soon as the polli nator enters the flower, on the
condition that its previously visited flower was not a stranger
one.

For notational reasons, we extend the genotype spaceGpo

and frequency vector Npo to the genotype spaceG⋆po := Gpo ∪

{alt} andfrequency vectorN⋆po to include alternativepolli nators
as well , indexed by “alt” . Similarly, we extend Gpl and Npl

to G⋆pl andN⋆pl to include stranger flowers as well , indexed by
“str” . We suppose that alternative polli nators visit plants and
stranger flowers in the same fashion as polli nators, as given by
the probabiliti es η(alt, gpl) and η(alt, alt) of entering a plant of
genotypegpl ∈ Gpl or a stranger flower uponinspection respec-
tively. Thus, the probabilit y of a given alternative polli nator to
be foundwithin a given flower of genotype gpl ∈ Gpl is given
by

η̂(alt, gpl)|t :=
η(alt, gpl)

〈η(alt, ·),N⋆pl |t〉
, (A.2)

similar to expression(A.1) seen for polli nators.
We suppose that each polli nator of genotype gpo ∈ Gpo

(alternative polli nator) starts from some random flower chosen
with probabilit y (A.1) (or (A.2) for alternative polli nators) and
visits flowers during the mating period at a rate described by a
homogeneous Poisson-process. Let nvis(gpo) (nvis(alt)) denote
the expected number of flowersvisited duringthat period, each
one chosen independently of thepreviousones. Let novi(gpo) be
the number of ovipositions performed by the given polli nator,
whereas we suppose the time-distribution of the k-th oviposi-
tion to be the k-th order statistic of novi(gpo) ovipositions uni-
formly distributed within the oviposition period. Finally, we
assume alarge number of plants, that is η̂ ≪ 1. Starting from
the above assumptions, wenow seek an expressionfor theprob-
abilit y πpl(gpl , g̃pl)|t of a given ovuleof a first plant of genotype
gpl to befertili zed bysomesecond plant of genotypeg̃pl , condi-
tional uponits fertili zation. For notational simplicity we shall
temporarily suppressthe index “ |t” .

By the assumptionsmade, ηon pl(gpo) := 1 and

ηon pl(alt) :=

〈

η(alt, ·),Npl

〉

〈

η(alt, ·),N⋆pl

〉

give the probabilit y that a given polli nator of genotype gpo ∈

Gpo or a given alternativepolli nator is onsomeplant at a given
timerespectively. As implied by thetheory of thinning of Pois-
son processes(seefor exampleResnick (1992, chap. 4.4)), one
arrivesat theprobabilit y

πmat
pl,fe(gpl) = 1− exp

[

(A.3)

−
〈

nvis(·) · η̂(·, gpl) · πfe(·, gpl) · ηon pl(·),N⋆po

〉

]

of agiven ovuleof aplant of genotypegpl ∈ Gpl beingfertili zed
during the mating period. Furthermore, it is straightforward to
show that the probabilit y of a given, yet unfertili zed ovule of a
plant of genotypegpl ∈ Gpl being fertili zed during the oviposi-
tion period takes the form

πov
pl,fe(gpl)

=1−
∏

g∈Gpl

[

1− η̂(gpo, gpl) · πfe(gpo, gpl)
]novi (gpo)·Npo

≈1− exp
[

−
〈

novi(·) · η̂(·, gpl) · πfe(·, gpl),Npo

〉

]

,
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with thelatter approximation holding under the assumption of a
largenumber of plants. Theoverall probabilit y of agiven ovule
being fertili zed during theflowering period isgiven by

πpl,fe(gpl)

:= πmat
pl,fe(gpl) +

[

1− πmat
pl,fe(gpl)

]

· πov
pl,fe(gpl)

(A.4)

and the expected number of fertili zed ovuleswithin a flower of
genotypegpl at the end of thefloweringseason takes the form

νpl(gpl)|t = πpl,fe(gpl)|t · novu(gpl). (A.5)

We claim that the probabilit y that a given fertili zed ovule of a
plant of genotype gpl ∈ Gpl was fertili zed by pollen of a given
plant of genotypeg̃pl ∈ Gpl , takes in the abovementioned limits
the approximateform

πpl(gpl, g̃pl)|t ≈
πmat

pl,fe(gpl)|t

πpl,fe(gpl)|t

×
〈nvis(·) · η̂(·, gpl)|t · η̂(·, g̃pl)|t · πfe(·, gpl),N⋆po|t〉

〈nvis(·) · η̂(·, gpl)|t · πfe(·, gpl) · ηon pl(·)|t,N⋆po|t〉

+
[

1− πmat
pl,fe(gpl)|t

]

·
πov

pl,fe(gpl)|t

πpl,fe(gpl)|t

×
〈novi(·) · η̂(·, gpl)|t · η̂(·, g̃pl)|t · πfe(·, gpl),Npo|t〉

〈nov(·) · η̂(·, gpl)|t · πfe(·, gpl),Npo|t〉
.

Proof. It suffices to show that conditional uponits fertili zation
during the mating period, the probabilit y of being fertili zed by
the second plant isgiven by

〈nvis(·) · η̂(·, gpl) · η̂(·, g̃pl) · πfe(·, gpl),N⋆po〉

〈nvis(·) · η̂(·, gpl) · πfe(·, gpl) · ηon pl(·),N⋆po〉
, (A.6)

andthat conditional uponits fertili zation duringtheoviposition
period, theprobabilit y of being fertili zed by thesecond plant is
given by

〈novi(·) · η̂(·, gpl) · η̂(·, g̃pl) · πfe(·, gpl),Npo〉

〈nov(·) · η̂(·, gpl) · πfe(·, gpl),Npo〉
. (A.7)

Since the proof for expression (A.7) is based on similar argu-
ments as for expression (A.6), we shall here restrict ourselves
to the first one. Suppose that at some (random) point in time
an insect (polli nator or alternative polli nator) sets off to visit a
new flower. Then the probabilit y of the ovule being fertili zed
by that insect isgiven by

πmat
at (gpl) :=

∑

gpo∈G⋆po

nvis(gpo) · N⋆(gpo)
〈

nvis(·),N⋆po

〉

× η̂(gpo, gpl) · πfe(gpo, gpl) · ηon pl(gpo).

On the other hand, the probabilit y of being fertili zed by the
second plant via that insect, isgiven by

πmat
at,by(gpl , g̃pl) :=

∑

gpo∈G∗po

nvis(gpo) · N⋆(gpo)
〈

nvis(·),N⋆po

〉

× η̂(gpo, gpl) · η̂(gpo, g̃pl) · πfe(gpo, gpl),

whereas η̂(gpo, gpl) · η̂(gpo, g̃pl) is the probabilit y of an insect of
genotypegpo to be coming from the secondflower and landing
on the first one. Conditional uponits fertili zation at a certain
time during mating period, the probabilit y of the ovule being
fertili zed by thesecond plant isgiven by

πmat
at,by(gpl , g̃pl)

πmat
at (gpl)

and thus indeed equal to expression(A.6).

Appendix A.1.3. Survival of polli nator larvae
We suppose that each polli nator of genotypegpo ∈ Gpo lays

its eggs during novi(gpo) ovipositions, each time laying ncl(gpo)
eggs. Flowers are chosen at each ovipositionrandomly and in-
dependently of previousovipositionsor other polli nators, in the
samemanner asdescribed in Appendix A.1.1. Wesupposethat
the survival chance of a larva within a given flower of geno-
type gpl ∈ Gpl , depends solely on the genotype gla ∈ Gpo of
the larva, the genotype gpl of the host-plant, the number Xse

of initial seeds (ovules fertili zed) in the flower and the total
number Xla of larvaepresent, as given by the function value
σpo,o(gpl , gla,Xse,Xla). We claim (seeproof below) that the sur-
vival probabilit y of alarvaof genotypegla ∈ Gpo, hatchingfrom
an egg laid by a polli nator of genotype gpo ∈ Gpo is, within a
mean-field approximationand for a largeflower number, given
by

σpo(gpo, gla)|t ≈
∑

gpl∈Gpl

Npl(gpl)|t · η̂(gpo, gpl)|t

· σpo,o

(

gpl , gla,

novu(gpl) ·
[

πpl,fe(gpl)|t · (1− πfe(gpo, gpl)) + πfe(gpo, gpl)
]

,

Xlar(gpl)|t + ncl(gpo)
)

.

(A.8)
Theprobabilit y πpl,fe(gpl)|t is given byEq. (A.4) and

Xlar(gpl)|t := 〈νpo(·) · η̂(·, gpl)|t,Npo|t〉

is the expected number of larvae(i.e. eggs laid) within a given
flower of genotypegpl ∈ Gpl .

Proof. In the following, let Ipo be the set of individual polli -
nators and Ipl the set of individual plants. For notational rea-
sons, we shall omit all i ndices “ |t” and consider functions on
Gpo and Gpl as functions on Ipo and Ipl respectively. Let Yi j k

be the random number of eggs laid by polli nator i ∈ Ipo into
flower j ∈ Ipl during its k-th ovipositionand Ai j k the event that
thisnumber isnot zero. Note that Yi j k is theproduct of the con-
stant ncl(i) with a Bernoulli -trial of probabilit y η̂(i, j) and that
for each fixed j ∈ Ipl the random variables {Yi j k}i,k are indepen-
dent. Let

Yj :=
∑

i∈Ipo

novi (i)
∑

k=1

Yi j k (A.9)

bethetotal number of eggslaid by polli natorsinto flower j. Let
X j bethetotal number of ovulesfertili zed within flower j. Then
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for given values of X j ,Yj, the survival probabilit y of a larva
of genotype gla is within flower j given byσpo,o( j, gla,X j,Yj).
Consequently, thesurvival chanceof alarvaof genotypegla laid
by polli nator i is given by

σ(i, gla) =
novi(i)
∑

k=1

1
novi(i)

∑

j∈Ipl

η̂(i, j) ·
∑

x j ,y j

P
(

X j = x j ,Yj = y j |Ai j k

)

· σpo,o( j, gla, x j , y j)

=
∑

j∈Ipl

η̂(i, j) · E
{

σpo,o( j, gla,X j,Yj)
∣

∣

∣ Ai j1

}

.

(A.10)

Under a mean-field approximation with respect to X j and Yj ,
Eq. (A.10) takes the form

σ(i, gla) ≈
∑

j∈Ipl

η̂(i, j) · σpo,o

(

j, gla,E{X j | Ai j1},E{Yj | Ai j1}
)

, (A.11)

with E{X j | Ai j1} and E{Yj | Ai j1} as expected seed and larva
count within flower j, conditional on the event of the flower
being chosen by polli nator i for its first oviposition. From Eq.
(A.9) it followsthat

E{Yj | Ai j1} =
∑

l∈Ipo\{i}

novi(l) · ncl(l) · η̂(l, j)

+ (novi(i) − 1) · ncl(i) · η̂(i, j) + ncl(i)

=
〈

νpo(·) · η̂(·, j),Npo

〉

+ ncl(i) · (1− η̂(i, j)),

which under the assumption of a large plant number, that is
η̂(i, j)≪ 1, takes thesimpler form

E{Yj | Ai j1} ≈
〈

νpo(·) · η̂(·, j),Npo

〉

+ ncl(i). (A.12)

On the other hand, the probabilit y that a given ovule of flower
j is not fertili zed, conditional uponAi j1, takes the form

∏

l∈Ipo\{i}

novi (l)
∏

k=1

[

1− η̂(l, j) · πfe(l, j)
]

·

novi(i)
∏

k=2

[

1− η̂(i, j) · πfe(i, j)
]

·
[

1− πfe(i, j)
]

·
[

1− πmat
pl,fe( j)

]

=
[

1− πpl,fe( j)
]

·

[

1− πfe(i, j)
]

1− η̂(i, j)πfe(i, j)
,

(A.13)

with πmat
pl,fe( j) and πpl,fe( j) given by Eq. (A.3) and Eq. (A.4)

respectively. Assumingagain a largenumber of plants, expres-
sion (A.13) simplifies to

[

1− πpl,fe( j)
]

·
[

1− πfe(i, j)
]

,

so that finally

E{X j | Ai j1}

≈ novu( j) ·
[

πpl,fe( j) · (1− πfe(i, j)) + πfe(i, j)
]

.
(A.14)

Inserting Eq. (A.12) and Eq. (A.14) into Eq. (A.11) finally
yields formula(A.8).

Appendix A.1.4. Seed survival
As seeds are parasitized by hatching polli nator larvae, the

survival of the larval period by a given seed depends strongly
on the presenceof larvae and subsequently the oviposition be-
havior of polli natorswith respect to the flower. A flower more
appealing to polli natorswill on the one hand have ahigher ini-
tial seed number, on the other hand be hosting a greater num-
ber of hungry larvae. Additionally, a flower may activate var-
ious defense mechanisms, whose final effectivity depends on
the susceptibilit y of each of the larvae. Concretely, we sup-
posed that the survival probabilit y of a seed depends solely on
the genotype gpl ∈ Gpl of the flower, the number Xse of ini-
tial seeds and the number of larvae Xla(gla) of each genotype
gla ∈ Gpo present in the flower, as given by the function value
σpl,o(gpl ,Xse,Xla(·)). A mean field approximation leads to the
expression

σpl(gpl, gse)|t

= σpl,o

(

gpl , νpl(gpl)|t,Xla(gpl , ·)|t,
)

for the survival probabilit y of a seed within a given flower of
genotype gpl ∈ Gpl . Here, Xla(gpl, gla)|t is the expected number
of larvaeof genotype gla ∈ Gpo hatching in a given flower of
genotypegpl ∈ Gpl . It isgiven by

Xla(gpl , gla)|t = 〈νpo(·) · η̂(·, gpl)|t · πpo,la(·, gla)|t,Npo|t〉,

whereas

πpo,la(gpo, gla)|t := 〈πpo(gpo, ·)|t · µpo(gpo, ·, gla),Npo|t〉

is the probabilit y that an egg of a given polli nator of genotype
gpo ∈ Gpo is of genotype gla ∈ Gpo. The expected initial seed
count νpl(gpl)|t in theflower isgiven byEq. (A.5).

Appendix A.1.5. Adult plant survival
We suppose that each plant survives exactly one flowering

period and dies immediately uponseed release. We suppose
that theprobabilit y of areleased seed becomingaplant andsur-
viving adult phase until flowering depends solely on its geno-
type gpl ∈ Gpl and the total number of new-generation plants
competingfor resources in an environment of fixed, limited ca-
pacity. The expected number of the latter is for each genotype
gpl given by

Npl(gpl)|t+1/2 :=
∑

g,g̃∈Gpl

Npl(g)|t · Npl(g̃)|t · νpl(g)|t

· πpl(g, g̃)|t · µpl(g, g̃, gpl)

· σpl(g, gpl)|t,

with the index “ |t+1/2” indicating that this number is an inter-
mediateone, taken right beforethe plant’sadult phase. By per-
forming a mean field approximation we arrive at a surviving
probabilit y of the form

τpl(gpl)|t = τpl,co

(

gpl, 〈1,Npl |t+1/2〉
)

,

where τpl,co is some function to be specified later on in Ap-
pendix A.2.4, a priori depending onthe genotype of the plant
and the total number of plants competing for a limited number
of resources.
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Appendix A.1.6. Adult polli nator survival
We assume that the survival probabilit y of adult polli nators

isdetermined bycompetitionfor resourcesarising from afinite
plant count, as well as the random occurrence of fatal events
such as attacks by predators. The amount of resources avail -
able to each polli nator depends on the number of other polli -
nators or alternative polli nators interested in the same flowers.
Regardlessof the exact unit of measurement, we suppose that
the amount of quantifiableresourcesoffered byaplant of geno-
typegpl ∈ Gpl isfixed and given byρpl(gpl). We conduct atime-
average approximation and suppose that the rate of resources
available to a polli nator entering theflower is inversely propor-
tional to the expected number of visitors

Xpo(gpl)|t =〈η̂(·, gpl)|t+1/2,Npo|t+1/2〉

+ calt · η̂(alt, gpl)|t+1/2 · Npo(alt)

at any given time. The constant factor calt accounts for the
amount of quantifiable resources consumed by an alternative
polli nator in units of resources consumed by a polli nator, con-
sidered as a model parameter. The frequency vector Npo|t+1/2

is defined for polli nators in the same way as for plants in Ap-
pendix A.1.5. The function η̂|t+1/2 is defined in the same man-
ner as η̂|t in Appendix A.1.1, this time with respect to the fre-
quency vectorsNpo|t+1/2 andNpl |t+1. Therefore, the expected
number of quantifiable resources available to a polli nator of
genotypegpo ∈ Gpo is given by

ρpo(gpo)|t =

〈

η̂(gpo, ·)|t+1/2 ·
ρpl(·)

Xpo(·)|t
, Npl |t+1

〉

. (A.15)

Wesupposethat thesurvival chanceof apolli nator’sadult phase
until reproduction time, on the condition of experiencing no
fatal events during li fetime, depends solely on the amount of
quantifiable resources available and the expected number of
flights performed during li fetime. By fixing the expected total
number of flowersvisited for each polli nator, the latter reduces
to adependency onthe averagenumber of flightsbetween each
flower visit. By applying a mean field approximation with re-
spect to the amount of quantifiable resources available and the
number of between-flower flights, we took

τpo,co

(

gpo, ρpo(gpo)|t, φpo(gpo)|t
)

(A.16)

as probabilit y of an emerging polli nator surviving until repro-
duction, onthe condition of experiencing nofatal eventsduring
li fetime. Here, τpo,co is a priori some function to be specified
later on, depending on the polli nator genotype, positively on
the amount of quantifiableresourcesavailable and negatively on
the average number of between-flower flights, whose expected
value isgiven by

φ(gpo)|t :=
〈1,Npl |t+1/2〉

〈η(gpo, ·),Npl |t+1/2〉
, (A.17)

as implied by our flower visiting model described in Appendix
A.1.1. The lesstolerant a polli nator is with respect to the flow-
ers it finds, the more flowers it needs to examine until finally

entering one. Thedifferenceφ(gpo)|t−1 thuscorrespondsto the
expected number of rejected flowersbetween each visited one.

On the other hand, we modeled external threats (such as
predators) to a polli nator resting in a flower as a homogeneous
Poisson processwitharateδ(gpl) per timeunit, dependingsolely
on the genotype gpl ∈ Gpl of the flower. For simplicity, we
identified the adult phase of a polli nator with its mating pe-
riod, here taken without lossof generality to last one time unit.
During that period, flowers are visited as described by a Pois-
son processof constant rate (seeAppendix A.1.1), each time
chosen independently of previously visited flowers. If Tgpo ∈

[0, 1]Gpl is the random vector whose component Tgpo(gpl) gives
the timespend byagiven polli nator of genotypegpo onflowers
of genotype gpl during adult phase, then the probabilit y of ex-
periencing nofatal events at all during adult phase is given by
Eexp

[

−〈δ(·),Tgpo〉
]

, with the operator E denoting the expected
value. In the limit of an infinite visiting rate this probabilit y
takes the form (to beproven below)

τpo,fa(gpo)|t : = exp
[

−〈δ(·),ETgpo〉
]

= exp
[

−
〈

η̂(gpo, ·)|t+1/2 · δ(·),Npl |t+1

〉]

,(A.18)

which was adopted in our model. By combining the factors
(A.16) and(A.18), we took

τpo(gpo)|t :=τpo,co

(

gpo, ρpo(gpo)|t, φpo(gpo)|t
)

· τpo,fa(gpo)|t

as theoverall probabilit y of thepolli nator survivingadulthood.

Proof of approximation(A.18). We shall demonstrate that the
probabilit y of agiven polli nator of genotypegpo not experienc-
ingany fatal eventsduringadult phase, goesaspostulatedabove
for ahigh visitingrateover to thelimit exp

[

−
〈

δ(·),ETgpo

〉]

. For
notational reasonsweshall write

η̂(g) := η̂(gpo, g)|t+1/2 · Npl(g)|t+1 = ETgpo(g)

for the probabilit y of finding the polli nator in some flower of
genotype gpl at a given time and n := nvis(gpo) for the flower
visiting rate.

Let γ(τ) ∈ Gpl betherandomgenotypeof thehostingflower
at time τ and T the random occurrence time of the first fatal
event. We shall write p(τ) := P(T ≥ τ) for the probabilit y of
the polli nator surviving up until ti me τ and pg(τ) := P(T ≥
τ, γ(τ) = g) for the probabilit y that the polli nator can be found
within a flower of genotype g at time τ. We shall derive and
solve a differential equation for p under the start conditions
p(0) = 1 and pg(0) = η̂(g). Suppose that for a given time τ,
the polli nator lives within a flower of genotype g. Then, the
event of being foundalive at some later timeτ + swithin adif-
ferent flower of genotype g̃ , g corresponds to the event that
the polli nator has survived the time span [τ, τ + s] and at some
point flew to the new flower. Thus one finds that the probabil -
ity P

(

T≥τ+s
γ(τ+s)=g̃

∣

∣

∣

T≥τ
γ(τ)=g

)

has thebehavior η̂(g̃) · ns+ o(s). The event
of being foundalive at time τ + s within the same flower type
corresponds to the event of surviving the time-span [τ, τ + s]
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and either not changing the flower at all , or at some point fly-
ing to the same type of flower. One finds that the probabilit y
P
(

T≥τ+s
γ(τ+s)=g

∣

∣

∣

T≥τ
γ(τ)=g

)

is given by

1− δ(g)s− (1− η̂(g)) · ns+ o(s),

so that

vg(τ + s) =
∑

g̃∈Gpl

vg̃(τ) · P
(

T≥τ+s
γ(τ+s)=g̃

∣

∣

∣

T≥τ
γ(τ)=g

)

=vg(τ)
[

(1− δ(g)s− (1− η̂(g)) · ns
]

+
∑

g̃,g

vg̃(τ)η̂(g) · ns+ o(s).

(A.19)

Takingthelimit s→ 0+ inEq. (A.19) and usingv(τ) =
∑

g∈Gpl
vg(τ)

leads to thedifferential equation

dvg

dτ
(τ) = −(δ(g) + n) · vg(τ) + nη̂(g)v(τ), (A.20)

which after summation over g leads to

dv
dτ

(τ) = −
∑

g∈Gpl

δ(g) · vg(τ). (A.21)

Thesolution of Eq. (A.20) isgiven by

vg(τ) =η̂(g) · e−(δ(g)+n)τ

+ nη̂(g)
∫ τ

0
v(s)e−(δ(g)+n)(τ−s) ds,

(A.22)

whereas we considered the function v as given. Inserting Eq.
(A.22) into Eq. (A.21) yields thedifferential equation

v′(τ) = −
∑

g∈Gpl

η̂(g)δ(g)e−(δ(g)+n)τ

−
∑

g∈Gpl

η̂(g)δ(g)n
∫ τ

0
v(s)e−(δ(g)+n)(τ−s) ds.

(A.23)

Note that from Eq. (A.23) followsthat

sup
n≥0
τ∈[0,1]

∣

∣

∣v′(τ)
∣

∣

∣ < ∞.
(A.24)

By substitutingu := τ − s and performinga partial integration,
Eq. (A.23) can berewritten as

v′(τ) = −
∑

g∈Gpl

η̂(g)δ(g)

·

[

v(τ) +
∫ τ

0
e−nu d

du

[

v(τ − u)e−δ(g)u
]

du

]

.

(A.25)

From Eq. (A.24) andEq. (A.25) it followsthat

sup
τ∈[0,1]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

v′(τ) −
∑

g∈Gpl

η̂(g)δ(g)v(τ)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n→∞
−→ 0,

which implies that

sup
τ∈[0,1]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

v(τ) − exp



















−
∑

g∈Gpl

η̂(g)δ(g)τ



















∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n→∞
−→ 0.

In particular, onefinds

P(T ≥ 1) = v(1)
n→∞
−→ exp



















−
∑

g∈Gpl

η̂(g)δ(g)



















asclaimed.

Appendix A.2. Concretegenotypespacesandfunctional responses

In the previous section we reduced the ecological dynam-
ics of an arbitrary finite number of plant and polli nator geno-
types, via mean field approximationsto a set of basic response
functions. These functions should describe the biology of sin-
gle individualsaswell asany considered micro-dynamics, such
as competition of larvae within single flowers. The explicit
form of these functions and in particular their dependenceon
the model parameters and interacting genotypes, as presented
below, is inspired from similar models in the literature (DeAn-
gelisandHolland, 2006; Verhulst, 1838) aswell asmechanistic
considerations. The concretegenotypesused for the plantsand
polli natorswere already defined in section 2.3.

Asalreadymentioned in section 2.2, wefixed thenumber of
ovulesnovu created within each flower, the total number of eggs
νpo laid by a polli nator and the number of eggs ncl laid at each
oviposition (seeAppendix A.1.2 and Appendix A.1.3) as pa-
rametersof thesimulation. Similarly, wefixed thetotal amount
of quantifiable resources ρpl offered by a plant (seeAppendix
A.1.6) and normalized it by a choiceof units to 1. We consid-
ered the fertili zation probabilit y πfe of a given ovule during an
insect visit aswell asthe expected number of flowersvisited nvis

duringmating period(seeAppendix A.1.2) asfixed simulation
parameters for polli natorsaswell asalternativepolli nators.

Appendix A.2.1. Larval survival chance
We supposed thesurvival chanceσpo,o(gpl , gla,Xse,Xla) of a

larva of genotype gla ∈ Gpo within a flower of genotype gpl ∈

Gpl (seeAppendix A.1.3), occupied by Xla larvae competing
for Xse seeds, to be aproduct of thefollowingtwo probabiliti es:

• The probabilit y 1 − εde(gpl, gla) of surviving the defense
mechanism of the flower, with the so called defense ef-
fectivity εde(gpl , gla) itself given by

εde(gpl , gla) = d∗pl · (1− r∗po). (A.26)

It is zero if the flower hasno defense at all or if the larva
is totally resistant to any existing defense.

• Theprobabilit y σpo,co(gla,Xse,Xla) of survivingthe larval
periodwithin a defenselessflower, expressing the (nega-
tive) effectsof competitionfor a limited number of seeds.
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We used the form

σpo,co(gla,Xse,Xla)

:=

















1+

(

ωla+ ωre · r∗po

)

1− σpl,nd(Xse,Xla)
·

Xla

Xse

















−1

,
(A.27)

justified in Appendix B as an interpretation of the lo-
gistic growth equation (Verhulst, 1838). The term Xse ·
[

1− σpl,nd(Xse,Xla)
]

corresponds to the number of seeds
eaten by Xla larvaewithin a defenselessflower with ini-
tially Xse seeds, given below by Eq. (A.29). The term
(ωla+ωre·r∗po) correspondsto thenumber of seedsneeded
by onelarvain order to survivewith probabilit y 1/2. The
coefficientsωla andωre, to be called larva living cost and
larva resistance cost, were taken to be fixed simulation
parameters. The term ωre · r∗po corresponds to the fitness
cost(Després et al., 2007a; McKenzie, 1996, chap. 4) of
a possible resistance r∗po of the larva to the flower’s de-
fense, expressed in number of additional seeds required
in order to survive.

Appendix A.2.2. Seed survival chance
Wesupposed thesurvival probabilit yσpl,o(gpl ,Xse,Xla(·)) of

a seed within a flower of genotypegpl with Xse seeds, occupied
by Xla(gla) larvaeof genotype gla, to be equal to the analogous
probabilit y σpl,nd(Xse,Xla) in the case of a defenselessflower,
occupied by thereduced number of larvaefinally survivingany
defense mechanisms. We thus implicitly supposed larvaeto be
the only threats to seeds and any defense mechanism against
them to have an immediate effect. Consequently, we set

σpl,o(gpl ,Xse,Xla(·))

:= σpl,nd

[

Xse,
∑

gla∈Gla

(

1− εde(gpl, gla)
)

· Xla(gla)
]

. (A.28)

The term εde(gpl , gla) is exactly the defense effectivity of the
flower against a larva of genotype gla, given by Eq. (A.26).
The sum in Eq. (A.28) is the expected total number of larvae
surviving the defense mechanisms of the flower. Finally, we
took

σpl,nd(Xse,Xla) := exp

[

−
Xla

τss+ τsc · Xse

]

(A.29)

as the probabilit y of a seed amongXse seeds within a defense-
lessflower to survivethethreat posed byXla larvae. SeeDeAn-
gelis and Holland (2006) for a justification of this formula,
based onamodel of seed-predatorsencounteringseedsat arate
proportional to their frequency, spending a constant time con-
suming each seed found. The fixed simulation parameter τss

represents the expected timeneeded to encounter asingleseed,
τsc thetimeneeded for the consumption of asingle encountered
seed.

Appendix A.2.3. Adult polli nator survival chance
In Appendix A.1.6 the survival chanceτpo,co(gpo, ρ, φ) of a

polli nator of genotype gpo was introduced, with ρ quantifiable

resourcesavailable, φ expectedflightsbetweenflower visitsand
no external threats. Similar to expression (A.27), we adopted
the form presented in Appendix B andset

τpo,co(gpo, ρ, φ)

:=
1

1+
[

ωpo + ωse(φ − 1)
(

nvis(gpo) + novi(gpo)
)]

· 1
ρ

.
(A.30)

The term
(

nvis(gpo) + novi(gpo)
)

correspondsto the total number
of flowersvisited bya polli nator during li fe-time. Theparame-
ter ωpo, to be called polli nator living cost, can beinterpretedas
the amount of quantifiable resourcesneeded by a polli nator al-
wayslanding oninspected flowersand havingasurvival chance
of 1/2. The simulation parameter ωse, to be called polli nator
search cost, correspondsto the cost associated with each flight
to a rejected flower.

We supposed the rate δ(gpl) of fatal events for a polli na-
tor within a given flower of genotype gpl ∈ Gpl (seeAppendix
A.1.6) to depend linearly on the accessibilit y of the flower to
alternative polli nators, ranging between a fixed value δcl for
closed flowersandδop for open flowers. We thus set

δ(gpl) = δcl + (δop− δcl) · o∗pl ,

with o∗pl being theopening of theflower in question.

Appendix A.2.4. Adult plant survival
We supposed emerging adult plants to be competing with

each other for a limited, fixed amount of quantifiableresources,
surviving with the probabilit y 1 in case of the latter reaching
infinity. In any other case, plants survive with a probabilit y
τpl,co(gpl ,N) (seeAppendix A.1.5) depending solely on their
genotype gpl and onthe total number of plants N in a fashion
described in Appendix B. We thusposed

τpl,co(gpl ,N) :=
1

1+ (1+ ωde · d∗pl) ·
N
kpl

,

with theplant capacity kpl asfixedsimulation parameter, repre-
senting the number of plants without defense mechanisms sur-
viving the adult phase with a probabilit y 1/2. The simulation
parameter ωde, to be called plant defense cost, stands for the
cost associated with any existing defense mechanism against
larvae(Zavala et al., 2004; Lamberset al., 2008, chap. 9B).

Appendix B. Surviving intraspecific competition

Weshall herepresent an interpretation of thelogisticgrowth
equation(Verhulst, 1838)

dN
dt
= ln(r) · N ·

(

1−
N
k

)

(B.1)

for single-species populations of size N with discrete time dy-
namics within an environment of limited carrying capacity, in
terms of produced offspring and density dependent offspring
survival chance. Suppressing the term −N/k in Eq. (B.1) cor-
responds to a populationwith no premature-mortality and con-
stant relative growth rate. Such a population with initial size
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No, would reach the size No · ν after unit time (one-generation
time), thus permitting to interpret ν as number of offspring per
individual. As the full Eq. (B.1) results in thesize

N(1) =
kNoν

k+ No · (ν − 1)
,

one can interpret the fraction

N(1)
Nor

=
1

1+ 1
k No · (ν − 1)

, (B.2)

asthesurvival probabilit y of agiven offspring. Supposingabig
number of offspring per individual, that is ν ≫ 1, the probabil -
ity (B.2) takes the form

N(1)
Nor

=
1

1+ Noν

k

,

dependingsolely on the carryingcapacity k of the environment
and the number of offspring Noν competing for available re-
sources.

Appendix C. On the computation of plant-opening pres-
sure

In section 3.1 we mentioned the computation of maps such
as the ones in Fig. 1, displaying regions of attractivenessand
repulsion bymeans of evolutionary pressure exerted onflower
opening. This pressure was computed for pure open coaliti ons
by introducing slightly more closed mutant plants (o∗pl = 0.9)
with initial frequency 1 into the equili brated resident popula-
tionandcomputingthe ecological equili brium of thenew coali -
tion. Both resident and new populationswere each equili brated
through 500ecological iterations. If r ini andrfin denotethefrac-
tion of plant-openingalleles with value o∗po = 0.9 in the initial
resident and thefinal populationrespectively, then

p :=
1

(0.9− 1.0)
· ln

rfin

r ini
(C.1)

was taken as an approximation of the fitnessgradient with re-
spect to plant opening, for thesupposed simulation parameters.
A negative value signifies that closed mutants can invade the
resident population, apositiveone that such mutants tend to go
extinct. Note how expression(C.1) can be interpreted asgradi-
ent of the Lyapunovexponent for the population growth of an
invadingmutant of openingo∗pl , taken at the resident opening.

Appendix D. Seed production in pure open coali tions

Weshall i n thisappendix consider theseeds initiated in and
released (that is, beingfertili zed andsurvivingthelarval period)
by a rare mutant flower of opening o∗mu < 1, appearing in a
pure open coaliti on without alternative polli nators. Supposing
a large number of resident open plants, it is straightforward to
show from themodelsproposed in 2.1 andAppendix A.2, that

the expected number of seeds released by such a mutant plant
is

Xre,own :=novu · πpl,fe(mut)

· σpl,nd

(

novu · πpl,fe(mut),Xla(mut)
)

,
(D.1)

with

πpl,fe(mut) := 1− exp

[

−πfe
Npo

Npl
(nvis+ novi) · η(mut)

]

asprobabilit y of a given ovulebeing fertili zed (initiated) and

Xla(mut) := νpo
Npo

Npl
· η(mut)

as the expected number of larvaehatching within the mutant
plant’sflower. Here, Npo and Npl denotethenumber of resident
polli nators and resident plants respectively at ecological equi-
librium, s∗po the toleranceof the resident polli natorsand

η(mut) := exp

[

−
(1− o∗mu)2

2V(s∗po)

]

theprobabilit y of a resident polli nator enteringamutant flower
uponinspection, as introduced in Appendix A.1.1 and elabo-
rated onin section 2.3. Thefunctionsσpl,nd andV aregiven by
Eq. (A.29) andEq. (2) respectively. The factor

σpl,nd

(

novu · πpl,fe(mut),Xla(mut)
)

in expression(D.1) correspondsto theprobabilit y of an initiated
seed of amutant plant not beingconsumed bylarvae. Similarly,
one finds the expected number of seeds released by resident
plantsand fertili zed by themutant to be

Xre,res :=novu · πpl,fe(mut) · η(mut)

· σpl,nd(novu · πpl,fe(res),Xla(res)),

with

πpl,fe(res) := 1− exp

[

−πfe
Npo

Npl
(nvis + novi)

]

as probabilit y of a given resident ovule being initialized and
Xla(res) := νpo ·Npo/Npl asthe expected number of larvaehatch-
ingwithin aresident flower. Thetotal number of seedsreleased
within the population, carrying the genes of the mutant, is the
sum Xre := Xre,own + Xre,res. Note that weneglect thesmall pos-
sibilit y of the mutant fertili zing other rare mutants. As a rare
mutant plant does not significantly distort ecological equili b-
rium, we can suppose Npo and Npl to be fixed for various val-
uesof o∗mu, thusobtaining Xre,own,Xre,res and Xre as functionsof
o∗mu ∈ [0, 1] with all simulation parametersas shapeparameters.

Appendix E. Invasion of pure open coali tions

Figure E.11 ill ustrates the ecological dynamics describing
the invasion or extinction of mutant closed plants and polli na-
tors introduced simultaneously into a pure open coaliti on, for
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two different initial mutant frequencies. In the first and sec-
ond case, closed mutants each make up initially 33 % and 50
% of the total population respectively. In the first case, closed
polli nators rise at first in numbers but finally go extinct as res-
ident plantsprevail too quickly, annulli ngany initial advantage
closed polli natorsmay havehad. In thesecondcase, closed pol-
linators manage to multiply quickly enoughfor closed plants
to find an advantage over their open relatives as well , so that
closed mutantseventually invadethe resident population. Note
the high frequency thresholds needed for mutants to be able to
invade.

(a) (b)

Figure E.11: Population dynamics for a pure open coaliti on (resident popu-
lation) starting alongside with more closed plants (o∗pl = 0.75) and polli na-
tors (o∗po = 0.75) (mutants). The graphs show the change of open and closed
allele frequencies in the population as it approaches its equili brium after ap-
proximately 1000ecological iterations. Model parameters used wereωpo = 1,
ωse = 0.001, δcl = 0, Npo(alt) = 500 and otherwise given by table 1. (a)
Closed plants and polli nators each initially makeup 33% of the total plant and
polli nator population respectively but still goextinct. (b) Closed plantsand pol-
linators each initially makeup 50% of the total plant and polli nator population
respectively and invade the resident coaliti on.
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